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Historical trends in economic growth 
Historical experience shows that the long run (secular) economic growth measured in 
GDP/capita, which can be taken as a general measure of the increase in productivity is around 
2 per cent yearly in the most advanced countries who actually lead the technological 
development. Countries that lag behind, in certain circumstances (with suitable economic and 
social condition) can reach much faster economic growth until they catch up to the most 
developed countries.  
 
For instance in the United States between 1880 and 2008 the average growth of the 
GDP/capita was 1,9 per cent, the same for Italy, Sweden, Norway, France, Denmark, Canada 
varies between  1,8 and 2,3 per cent, However the latecomers who implemented a catch up 
process later increased in a much faster rate for a certain period. For instance Japan after the 
second world war, in a quarter of century, between 1947 and 1973 reached an outstanding 
8,1% per cent average growth in GDP/capita. Later owing to the much higher oil prices the 
energy-intensive Japan economy slowed down to 3% yearly, even in the 1990’s the Japanese 
economy was around stagnation. Germany’s GDP/cap growth reached the 5 per cent yearly 
for two decades after the second world war, later the rate slowed down to 2 per cent. Recently 
the newly industrialised countries like China, India and Indonesia grow in a very fast rate 
between 8-10 per cent yearly. From Chart 1 it can clearly be seen that as countries’ 
development level measured in GDP/capita closes up to the most advanced economies the 
growth rate slows down and become similar to that of the already developed countries. 
 
This can be taken as a general rule as Chart 2 shows, where data for 80 countries are 
collected. But a less developed country not necessarily will develop quickly. The catching-up 
process heavily depends on the economic, social and political background. It needs solid 
political leadership, benevolent international background and a society which prises hard 
work. When a country lacks these preconditions the catching up process fails and the given 
country will develop slowly even if its development level is low.  
 
The main reasons for less developed countries can grow much faster than advanced countries 
are that they can overtake the technological knowledge which had already been developed by 
the forerunners and by this way improve their productivity by leaps. As the technological gap 
gets narrow the productivity leaps becomes shorter and shorter. Parallel to this the changing 
production pattern also shows in the direction of deceleration. More and more labour force 
that had gone into the highly productive industries goes in the less productive services which 
impede the growth rate. 
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Chart 1 
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Source: B.R. Mitchell: European Historical Statistics /The Macmillan Press LTD London 1975 and World Bank 
database 

Chart 2 
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As Chart 2 shows on the level of west Europe (represented on the Chart 2 by Germany) the 
potential growth might be around 2-3% while east Europe (represented by Hungary) could 
reach the 3-5% growth rate. Both countries (and the whole European Union) are well bellow 
the possible growth rate suggesting that there are some problems with the economic policy 
applied in this period. 
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Economic growth in the European Union 
Economic growth has a declining trend in the European Union (taking EU the countries who 
were actual members in the given time) but while in the 1950s and 1960s the growth rate 
declined from 6 to 5 per cent after the oil crisis of the 1970s the average growth rate felt back 

Chart 3 
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Source: B.R. Mitchell: European Historical Statistics /The Macmillan Press LTD London 1975 and World Bank 
database 
 
to 2-3% and in the 2000s declined further. The economic cycles were moderate for a quarter 
of century after WWII especially compared that of the United States (see Chart 3), but 
became considerable in the last decades and the amplitude of cycles reached that of the US.  
Accepting that growth declines as countries advance the diminishing growth rates in the EU is 
a natural phenomenon. However the extent of the decline is much larger of what would come 
from the general tendencies shown in Chart 2 and the actual GDP in 2010 was some 15 per 
cent below its potential value (which would have been if the growth continues by a yearly 
average of 2,5%, see Chart 4) 
 
Growing inequalities among member states 
It was supposed that the member states of the European Union gradually but historically 
within a short time period will grow close to each other. Less developed countries will catch 
up with the most developed or at least the gap between them will diminish substantially. This 
concept was expressed for instance in the derogation period for the less developed and last 
acceded middle and east European (former socialist) countries, who got some 5-7 years’ 
derogation time to meet certain requirements of the acquis communautaire. And indeed, in the 
case of Spain, Portugal and Greece the GDP/capita neared the EU-15 average after the 
accession. However, to tell the truth, this process was much faster before the accession, 
because the economic growth of these countries (owing to the lower level of their 
development) was much higher than that of the developed countries of West Europe. Among 
the less developed member states Ireland was an exceptional case because the huge amount of 
FDI that poured into the country in the 1990s increased the GDP/capita in an extraordinary 
way – at least until the FDI flow did not turn to the opposite and left the country in the mass 
of unpayable debt. However this integration process has stopped in the last decade, even 
substantial disequilibria has evolved between the most advanced and most competitive and 
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the least developed south and east European countries. One aspect of these disequilibria is the 
international indebtedness.  
 
International indebtedness is not a very new phenomenon, for instance the Latin American 
debt problems in the 1980s are well known. However financial deregulation in the 1990s and 
the introduction of the euro in the European Union gave a new and European dimension of the 
international indebtedness.  

Chart 4. 
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              Source: own calculation 
 
Since the beginning of the new millennium gross external debt grew in the member states of 
the European Union with a dynamism never seen before. We have data from the World Bank 
database for 22 EU countries from the 27 (see Table 1). From these 22 in five countries 
(Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovenia), within such a short time period as six years 
between 2003 and 2009 the gross external debt (measured in current euros) has tripled. In an 
another 12 countries among them developed ones like France, Finland Sweden the external 
debt doubled or close to that. There were only several developed countries (Belgium, 
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, United Kingdom) where the increase remained between 25-50 
per cent. When the gross foreign debt is measured to the GDP it turns out, that this ratio is 
much higher than the general government debt. For the EU as a whole gross foreign debt is 
around 225% of the GDP while general government debt is around 75%. From this comes that 
the international indebtedness among EU member states mostly consists of private debts. The 
statistics of the Bank of International Settlements (BIS) throw some light on the details (see 
Table 2). Bearing into mind that indebted countries like Greece are bashed for their 
irresponsibility to overspend the budget it is somewhat surprising that foreign indebtedness 
can be attributed first of all to private borrowing. For the EU as a whole the share of the 
general government in the gross foreign debt is around one fifth and even in the case of 
Greece it is under fifty per cent (Spain 17%, Portugal 24%).  These statistical data suggest 
that we have to look for the reasons of international indebtedness somewhere else than the 
general government deficit. 
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Table 3 gives us more insight in the background since it summarise the components of the 
balance of payments for the ten year time period of 2000-2009 (including the closing years). 
One characteristic feature which turns up from the table at first sight that the European Union 
is a closed economic area from the point of view of the balance of payments. The EU27 
current account deficit is only 0,3 per cent of the union’s GDP and the foreign trade is almost 
in balance. From this comes that if a country produces export surplus for a long run (like ten  

Table 1 
Gross external debt in the EU member states 

 
Gross external debt 

(euro, billion) Index, % as % of 
the GDP 

  

EU member 
states 

2003 2009 2009/2003 2009 
1 Austria 362 597 165 216 
2 Belgium 689 901 131 267 
3 Bulgaria n.a. 40 –  133 
4 Cyprus n.a. n.a. –  –  

5 
Czech 
Republic 31 62 202 45 

6 Denmark 263 440 167 197 
7 Estonia 6 18 289 132 
8 Finland 165 290 176 169 
9 France 2 036 3 770 185 196 

10 Germany 2 948 3 699 125 154 
11 Greece 181 420 231 177 
12 Hungary 51 163 316 174 
13 Ireland 650 1 672 257 1023 
14 Italy 1 286 1 867 145 123 
15 Latvia 8 30 365 161 
16 Lithuania 7 24 323 90 
17 Luxembourg n.a. n.a. –  –  
18 Malta n.a. n.a. –  –  
19 Netherlands 1 248 1 781 143 312 
20 Poland 95 202 213 65 
21 Portugal 239 395 165 241 
22 Romania n.a. n.a. –  –  
23 Slovakia 16 39 244 62 
24 Slovenia 15 42 282 120 
25 Spain 868 1 835 212 175 
26 Sweden 326 635 195 184 

27 
United 
Kingdom 4 790 6 596 138 421 

 
Source: http://ddp-ext.worldbank.org/ext/DDPQQ/member.do?method=getMembers 

 
years) another country must have negative trade balance and will necessarily accumulate 
external debts. Services somewhat modify the picture especially in the case of Spain and 
Greece but the current account is basically determined by the trade balance. In the last decade 
Germany, Sweden, the Netherlands, and Finland (all of them developed northern countries) 
reached substantial export surplus, while southern European countries, namely Spain, Greece, 
Portugal, and the most of the newly acceded middle and east European countries (especially 
Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland) experienced high (compared to their GDP) 
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negative balance in their foreign trade. There are some countries with special feature. For 
instance Ireland has a huge export surplus, but pays a large sum of money for its debts and has 
a big negative balance on services which results finally a negative current account. The 
United Kingdom has the opposite position. Its trade deficit is big enough, but it is  

Table 2 
Distribution of gross foreign debt by sectors 

 

  
Country 

General 
govern-

ment 

Monetary 
authorities Banks Other 

sectors FDI Total 

1 Austria 28 5 46 13 8 100 
2 Belgium 22 2 48 9 19 100 
3 Bulgaria 8 2 18 33 39 100 
4 Cyprus             
5 Czech Rep 26 0 25 35 13 100 
6 Denmark 9 0 67 16 9 100 
7 Estonia 5 0 49 28 19 100 
8 Finland 24 -6 54 14 14 100 
9 France 26 4 48 14 8 100 

10 Germany 27 0 45 15 13 100 
11 Greece 46 21 28 4 0 100 
12 Hungary 29 4 22 13 31 100 
13 Ireland 5 8 25 47 14 100 
14 Italy 45 0 34 14 8 100 
15 Latvia 20 0 52 20 8 100 
16 Lithuania 35 1 37 13 15 100 
17 Luxembourg             
18 Malta             
19 Netherlands 13 0 59 16 12 100 
20 Poland 35 2 22 19 22 100 
21 Portugal 24 15 43 13 5 100 
22 Romania 20 11 25 27 17 100 
23 Slovakia 20 31 13 16 21 100 
24 Slovenia 20 6 39 23 11 100 
25 Spain 17 3 44 26 11 100 
26 Sweden 9 0 55 11 26 100 
27 UK 5 0 61 26 7 100 

  EU27 19 2 48 20 11 100 
 

Source: BIS database 
 
compensated by service surplus which actually might be financial services and the United 
Kingdom also has a substantial income from his loans to abroad. In some cases the transfer 
payments plays a significant role. The whole union has had some €870 billion negative 
balance in the decade observed which mainly can be attributed to the payments of guest 
workers or immigrants back to home (this amount is close to the union’s budget). Among EU 
member states guest workers from Poland, Portugal, Greece and Romania are those who send 
home income much enough to improve the current account of their native countries in a 
perceptible measure. 
 
While, as it was mentioned, all the EU countries run into debts in the last decade, what really 
counts is their net position, because a country might be borrower and lender in the same time. 
Unfortunately we could not pick up data for the net external debt positions, but as an indicator 
the net income payment (which is published by Eurostat) can shed light on this important 
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issue. From Table 3 if we rank in order the income payments it turns out that there are five 
countries (the UK, France, Germany, Belgium and Sweden) who has substantial positive 
balance (these are the main creditors) and the south and east European countries (plus Ireland) 

 
 Table 3 

Components of the balance of payments and general government deficit 
(Data refer to the 2000-2009 period as a whole including the closing years) 

 

Goods Services Income Transfer Current 
account GDP Current 

account 

Gen. 
Gov. 

deficit 

  Euro billion as % of the GDP 
1 Austria -11,6 95,2 -13,1 -15,5 55,0 2 424 2,3 -1,6 
2 Belgium 39,4 - 41,8 -43,3 37,9 2 984 1,3 -1,0 
3 Bulgaria -40,0 8,2 -7,4 6,7 -32,5 227 -14,3 0,4 
4 Cyprus -37,2 32,3 -6,7 0,6 -11,0 135 -8,1 -2,5 
5 Czech Rep. 7,8 13,0 -52,2 -0,2 -31,6 1 006 -3,1 -4,1 
6 Denmark 55,6 40,9 -3,6 -35,1 57,8 2 032 2,8 2,2 
7 Estonia -15,2 8,5 -5,4 1,1 -11,0 109 -10,1 0,6 
8 Finland 100,4 -3,0 -5,3 -11,5 80,6 1 570 5,1 3,4 
9 France -190,6 153,5 199,8 -199,4 -36,7 17 026 -0,2 -3,3 

10 Germany 1 391,2 -368,5 157,8 -294,7 885,8 22 594 3,9 -2,1 
11 Greece -293,3 132,6 -55,3 31,0 -185,0 1 908 -9,7 -6,1 
12 Hungary -15,6 9,6 -48,6 0,6 -54,0 817 -6,6 -6,0 
13 Ireland 287,2 -95,5 -231,2 -0,5 -40,0 1 515 -2,6 -1,0 
14 Italy 52,8 -31,0 -148,7 -98,0 -224,9 14 012 -1,6 -3,1 
15 Latvia -25,4 6,4 -0,4 4,1 -15,3 141 -10,9 -2,4 
16 Lithuania -22,2 5,8 -4,8 5,3 -15,9 208 -7,6 -2,6 
17 Luxembourg -25,3 115,1 -58,8 -7,7 23,3 301 7,7 2,1 
18 Malta -8,2 6,5 -1,3 -0,1 -3,1 49 -6,4 -4,9 
19 Netherlands 322,0 36,7 0,7 -84,7 274,7 5 087 5,4 -0,9 
20 Poland -80,2 15,3 -57,0 36,1 -85,8 2 504 -3,4 -4,5 
21 Portugal -173,9 44,2 -47,9 28,1 -149,5 1 515 -9,9 -4,1 
22 Romania -80,6 0,0 -19,6 31,7 -68,5 806 -8,5 -3,3 
23 Slovakia -12,1 1,4 -10,7 -1,1 -22,5 401 -5,6 -5,0 
24 Slovenia -11,0 8,3 -4,0 -0,8 -7,5 288 -2,6 -2,5 
25 Spain -583,5 230,7 -189,4 -29,4 -571,6 8 750 -6,5 -1,3 
26 Sweden 151,0 50,2 34,0 -33,2 202,0 2 941 6,9 1,5 
27 UK -909,7 388,9 282,1 -158,7 -397,4 17 584 -2,3 -3,0 
  EU27 -128,2 905,3 -255,2 -868,6 -346,7 108 933 -0,3 -2,3 

Source: Eurostat and own calculation 
 

have huge deficit, they are the main net borrowers. From this point of view the union looks 
like a big money pump which transfers income from the least developed to the most 
developed member states.  
 
What are the main reasons for these substantial inequalities the balance of payments of the 
countries of the European Union show? What can be done with the gigantic net external debt 
of the less developed part of the European Union? This is the question we try to answer in the 
following making a comparison between the explanations of different experts and official 
authorities like the IMF or the European Commission. 
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Current accounts deteriorate sharply since the mid-1990s in the Southern European countries 
(see Chart 5), while, in contrast, the Northern European accumulated huge surpluses (see 
Chart 6). As regards the newly accessed, sometimes socialist countries their current account 

 
Chart 5 
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Chart 6 
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began deteriorate since the systemic change but this tendency accelerated in the early 2000s> 
However the deep fall in GDP and domestic demand as a consequency of the financial crisis 
of 2008 turned around this tendency (Chart 7).  
 
The decline in the current accounts coincided with the financial liberalization that took place 
in the 1990s, the creation of EMU and, especially with the introduction of the euro. Financial 
liberalization removed barriers to capital inflows, which triggered inflows into lower-income 
countries with bigger investment needs. These reforms allowed countries to maintain their 
investment levels above what could be financed from domestic saving. Economic integration 
improved access to the savings in foreign countries, by this way reduced the need for 
domestic savings.  
 

Chart 7 
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Explanations and therapies  
The connection between the current account, savings, investment and the general government 
deficit can be described by using the well-known national income identity which tells us, that 
the GDP equal with the sum of the consumption (household and government), investment, 
and the net export (export less import): 
 
GNP = C + G+I + EX − IM       (1) 
 
Where: 
C=Consumption of household 
G= Government expenditure 
I= Investment 
EX= Export 
IM= Import 
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The same GDP also equal with the sum of the incomes spent by the households, their savings 
the taxes paid and the net income transfer to abroad: 
 
 
 
GDP = C+S+TR+R       (2) 
 
Where: 
S= savings 
TR= tax revenues 
R= transfer to abroad 
 
United the two equation we get: 
 
 G+I + EX − IM = S+TR+R      (3) 
 
(3) can be reoranged into the following equation: 
 
(EX-IM-R) = (S-I) + (TR-G)      (4) 
 
Where (EX-IM-R) is the current account balance, (S-I) the difference between savings and 
investment and (TR-G) is the general government balance. The (4) equation often is called 
twin deficit because in case S=I, the current account deficit is equal with the general 
government deficit. This equation is usually used to explain the reasons for the deteriorating 
(or sometimes for the improving) of the current account however it is an identity and does not 
express any reason-relation. It means that the equation itself does not say that the current 
account deficit is caused by the general government deficit, even the logic can turn to the 
opposite: current account deficit – for instance – is caused by the too much import which 
destroys local industries which diminishes tax revenues and general government deficit 
increases. 
 
The explanation and the therapy for the deteriorating current account in the south and east 
European member states depends whether we reed the (4) equation from left to the right or 
from the right to the left. The leading organizations of the European Union (first of all the 
Commission) and the international monetary institutions the IMF and the World Bank read it 
from right to left and state that the current account balance problems are caused by general 
government deficit, insufficient savings and too much investments. 
 
For instance an IMF study1 states that the deteriorating current account in the southern 
European countries can be explained with the following arguments: 
 

– Private savings decreases, investments grow spurred by the financial liberalization and 
the introduction of the euro 

The declines in private saving were spurred by the financial liberalization and increasing dependency 
ratios. Financial liberalization removed barriers to capital inflows, which triggered inflows into lower-
income countries with bigger investment needs. The liberalization of domestic financial systems also 
reduced the need for domestic saving, as economic integration improved access to the international 

                                                 
1 Florence Jaumotte and Piyaporn Sodsriwiboon: Current Account Imbalances in the Southern Euro Area. IMF 
Working Papers 2010 June, WP/10/139  
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pool of saving. The creation of EMU and, especially, the introduction of the euro, allowed countries to 
maintain their investment levels above what could be financed from domestic saving.  

 
– Low labour productivity and high minimum wages have negative effect on current 

account balances.  
 

– Appreciation in the south European countries increased the trade deficit 
The south European countries experienced a real appreciation of around 25 percent between the late 
1990s and 2008, whereas the north European recorded a real depreciation of around 8 percent.  

 
Taken into account the arguments above the IMF study recommends the following policy 
option to mend the current account problems of the south European countries: 
 

– fiscal consolidation to increase government saving 
Financial policies should be tightened to curb credit growth and improve loan quality.  

 
– an “internal devaluation” to mimic a real devaluation through lowering unit labour costs  

One instrument that can been used for this purpose is lowering social security contributions financed 
by increasing VAT rates (thus switching the weight of tax bases). Labour costs can also be contained 
by reducing indexation of wages to inflation. Minimum wage growth and public wage growth could 
be moderated and unemployment benefits reassessed. 

 
– structural policies to increase productivity and growth, including in the nontradable 

sector 
Productivity-enhancing reforms are crucial to establish the future competitiveness and achieve a 
higher standard of living. Productivity growth is not only important in the tradable sector but also in 
the nontradable sector as it feeds into the costs of the tradable sector.  

 
– improving financial supervision 

By improving financial supervision and making provisioning more stringent in booms, central banks 
can limit the growth of private credit growth and the accumulation of dubious quality loans. 

 
The arguments displayed above for the reasons and how to cure current account and general 
government deficit can be found in almost all economic policy recommendation of the 
Commission beginning with the Broad Economic Policy Guidelines of the Maastricht treaty 
through the Stability and Growth Pact of 1997 up the very recent Euro-Plus Pact (initially 
called the Competitiveness Pact or later the Pact for the Euro). These views express the 
mainstream way of thinking of our era.  
 
We agree that financial liberalisation and the introduction of the euro stimulated the 
consumption and the investment in the less developed regions of the European Union, but the 
causal explanation is different. What really happened is that the mentioned reforms gave an 
easy access to the markets of the less developed countries and the big multinational firms of 
the developed half of the European Union lived with this possibility and extended their 
activity to the southern and eastern part of the Union. It is marked with the huge export 
surplus of Germany, Sweden, Finland, and the Netherlands. However, this export surplus 
would never been realised if countries should have bought foreign products only from their 
export income. But the financial liberalisation and the introduction of the euro give the 
possibility for banks of the developed countries (especially for German, French, Britain and 
Dutch financial institutions and to lesser extent Swedish and Austrian banks) to give loans in 
other countries especially to less developed countries of the South and East. And these banks 
and other financial institutions were really active in their lending practice. For instance, in 
Hungary they picked up addresses from telephone books and called people in their home 
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offering the most profitable loans to buy anything. And seemingly they were cheep because 
the interest rate of their loans (which were based on Swiss frank) was much lower than the 
loans in local currencies. This is the well known practice of carry trade however the risk was 
transferred to the borrowers who actually did not understand the whole construction.  
 
Thus, it is true that saving in countries of deteriorating current account declined but the reason 
behind was much more the aggressive expansion of the multinationals and financial 
institutions of the developed EU countries than the hedonism of the population of the less 
developed ones. 
 
IMF and Commission papers very often mentioned the dependency ratios as a risk or as a 
reason for decrease in savings. However on short run (I mean for instance ten years) this 
tendency is not significant and actually has no impact on savings. The reason behind 
mentioning this factor by IMF and Commission in their papers probable can be found in their 
ambition to push pension systems in the direction of privatisation. 
 
A next often mentioned reason for the deteriorating current account the weak competitiveness 
of the southern and eastern member states which allegedly comes from the increasing labour 
cost, high minimum wages and social security systems. But this view postulates that 
competitiveness mainly is determined by labour cost. It might be the case in a theoretical 
market where no participants are large enough to influence the prices or prevent others to 
enter. The reality is the opposite. Free, unregulated market where economic strength of the 
players is rather different supports those who already are more developed, who has more 
resources, more advanced technology and who already dominates the possible markets. The 
today’s developed countries in their take up phase used strongly protectionist measures to 
support their industries. Think of, for instance, the Navigation Act which defended the British 
industrial and trade interests for two centuries, the French mercantilism, the German customs 
policy in the second half of the XIX century or the Japan take of after the WWII, but just now 
China also can be mentioned as an example how catching-up countries defend their interest. 
 
Wages might be one factor in competitiveness, but definitely not the strongest one. When 
within the EU member states the wage differences are as high as ten times in extreme cases 
but at least five times between the new member states and the north-west side of the union, to 
solve the current account problems by further decreasing labour cost in the least developed 
countries is an absurd idea.  Even in the case of Portugal and Greece where hourly labour cost 
is around half of Germany’s, restrictions on labour cost could hardly result in a measurable 
increase in the competitiveness. 
 
But Commission’s papers overlook these facts and as indispensable precondition for 
increasing competitiveness they suggest the limitation on wages even for the less developed 
member states. Among these suggestions there are reducing wage indexation to inflation, 
curbing minimum wages and decreasing unemployment benefit.  
 
Those measures which were applied when the recently developed countries carried out their 
take off, are prohibited by treaties for the recently less developed countries. Probably 
interesting to mention that the so-called Copenhagen Criteria, which was supposed to meet to 
become members of the European Union, prescribed that: “… candidate countries have a 
functioning market economy and that their producers have the capability to cope with 
competitive pressure and market forces within the Union.” Nobody paid attention to the fact 
that no one of the new member states can meet this requirement. Why nevertheless they 
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became members? Probably we are not fare from the truth stating that the market of this 
region of some 100 million people was more important than their competitiveness in the 
single market. However the outcome was the serious indebtedness of these countries which 
rises serious obstacles against the further integration of the union. 
 
Although the southern European region belongs to the “old” member states their economic 
strength, technological level lags behind that of the developed member states and this is the 
decisive factor behind their weaker competitiveness and current account deficit and not the 
too high wages. Even we can add that the “globalisation” which actually meant the opening 
up the European market for the products of the Asian low wage countries hit first of all the 
industries of the southern and eastern member states (for instance textile, cloth, footwear etc. 
industries) and was advantageous for the developed EU countries who acquired new markets 
for their high tech products.  
 
A next and probably the most emphasized policy for stabilising the eurozone and the EU itself 
is the fiscal consolidation of the individual member states which actually means to curb the 
general government deficit under 3% and to decrease the general government debt gradually 
under 60% as it was determined in the Maastricht Treaty. To this end the newest economic 
policy instrument is the European Semester which is a half year coordination of budgetary 
goals of the member states and the Euro-Plus Pact in which the member states make concrete 
commitments to a list of political reforms like abolishing wage indexation, raising pension 
ages, promoting the “flexicurity” model in labour market, adopting debt brakes, and creating a 
common base for corporate taxes. If a country fails to meet the goals it will be fined.  
 
The predicted results of the Union’s policy 
The initial results of this policy can be seen from the quarterly growth rate of the GDP which 
slowed down in the whole union (EU27) from 0,7% in the first quarter of 2011 to 0,2% in the 
second quarter. The most striking data came from Germany where the GDP felt from 1,3% in 
the first quarter to 0,1% in the second (see Chart 8).  

Chart 8 
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Taking into account that Germany is the largest economy in Europe and its economy is 
heavily export-oriented (exports account for more than one-third of its national output) and 
this export goes mainly to the EU27 countries, the German slow down means that – as a 
consequence of the restricting economic policy – the domestic demand contracted in the 
whole union. The newest statistical data and the whole post-Maastricht history of economic 
developments in the European Union proves that the financial liberalization, common 
currency without common budget which is large enough to compensate the current account 
deficits in the less developed countries is a mix which does not work in the real life. But it 
was clear from the beginning. There were economists who warned in time that the goals the 
leaders of the union set for the community contradict to each other and the result will with 
high probability the braking down the system.  
 
For instance Milton Friedman told to the Wall Street Journal in an interview in 1997 June: 
 

“The relevant question is not whether the euro is economically viable -- it is if the member states are 
willing to exercise the necessary discipline, as they did from 1870 to 1914 under the gold standard -- 
but whether it is preferable to flexible exchange rates.  
 
Does the gain from greater discipline and lower transaction costs outweigh the loss from dispensing 
with an effective adjustment mechanism and having to rely entirely on price and wage changes to 
absorb differential impacts of economic events on the different countries? 
 
My considered opinion has long been that the loss outweighs the gain. The potential members of the 
EMU do not have sufficiently flexible wages and prices, or sufficiently mobile workers, or a 
sufficiently effective fiscal compensatory mechanism, to serve as a satisfactory substitute for flexible 
exchange rates.  
 
The likely result is that the euro will exacerbate political tensions by converting divergent shocks that 
could have been readily accommodated by exchange rate changes into divisive political issues.  
 
Political unity can pave the way for monetary unity. Monetary unity imposed under unfavorable 
conditions will prove a barrier to the achievement of political unity.” 
 

The nowadays bitter debates about the Greek austerity measures and rescue package when the 
Greeks are told to be “lazy” and undisciplined and in change the Greeks reminds the damage 
the Nazis caused them during the second world war clearly prove Friedman’s foresight: “The 
likely result is that the euro will exacerbate political tensions by converting divergent shocks 
that could have been readily accommodated by exchange rate changes into divisive political 
issues. “ 
 
Paul De Grauwe is a full professor at the Faculty of Economics and Applied Economics, 
Department of Economics, University of Leuven gave an interview to the Belgian De Morgen 
back in 2006. In this interview the professor stated that for Europe only a large free trade 
union is a feasible option because it is an illusion that Europe can achieve political union in 
the near future. Political union is the logical end point of monetary union. If that political 
union fails to materialise, then in the long term the euro area cannot continue to exist. And 
explained why: 
 

“This has to do with the wide disparities within the euro area. Italy, for example, is really on the road 
to ruin. The main reason for this is that it has suffered a severe loss of competitiveness. Italian prices 
are 20% too high. In the past, before the introduction of the euro, each country had the option of 
devaluing its currency. Devaluation was a “big bang” to put the economy back on track. It would have 
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been possible to make Italy’s prices 10 or 20% lower than Germany’s at a stroke, and thus give the 
economy new impetus. Devaluation is no longer an option. 
 
The only way for Italy to put its economy back on its feet is to lower prices below the European 
average. Average inflation in the euro area is 2%. Italy’s needs to remain below this level for 10 years, 
which is possible if the Italian Government pursues a very restrictive budgetary policy. This would be 
an extremely painful exercise, entailing further unemployment. The euro is a bad thing for the Italian 
economy. I am afraid that Spain is also evolving in the same direction. If that happens, we shall be 
faced with a major problem.  
 
Political union could mitigate that scenario. For example, it would be possible to decide to redistribute 
funds, and to start re-arranging budgets. Well-off countries could come to the assistance of those in 
financial difficulties. The European budget could also be drawn upon to stimulate the economy. Now 
that nobody appears to want that political union, it begs the question whether monetary union was 
such a good idea. I would almost venture to predict that, in the longer term, monetary union will 
collapse.” 

 
This interview was done five years ago, it seems the nowadays developments justify fully 
Paul De Grauwe’s arguments.  
 
Paul Krugman, the Nobel Price-winner American economist to explain what is the difference 
between a political union like the United States and the European Union makes a comparison 
between Nevada and Ireland (the original article was published in the New York Times 
magazine in 2011 January): 
 

Unlike American states, however, European countries aren't backed by a single, shared set of 
government resources. Nevada, unlike Ireland, doesn't have to worry about the cost of bank bailouts, 
not because the state has avoided large loan losses but because those losses, for the most part, aren't 
Nevada's problem. Thus Nevada accounts for a disproportionate share of the losses incurred by Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac, the government-sponsored mortgage companies – losses that, like Social 
Security and Medicare payments, will be covered by Washington, not Carson City.  

 
According to Krugman “the architects of the euro, caught up in their project's sweep and 
romance, chose to ignore the mundane difficulties a shared currency would predictably 
encounter – to ignore warnings, which were issued right from the beginning, that Europe 
lacked the institutions needed to make a common currency workable. Instead, they engaged in 
magical thinking, acting as if the nobility of their mission transcended such concerns". 
 
It was not always so. In the seventies the requirements of an ever closer union were clear. It is 
justified by the MacDougall Report of 1977 which suggested that increased integration in the 
EU and the establishment of a monetary union would require a federal budget of 2-2.5% of 
GDP in a pre-federal stage, 5-7% at a later stage, and 25% if the EU were to become a full 
federal union state like the USA, with a much bigger public sector. Today the leaders of the 
most significant countries in the union, who are net financiers of the budget do not want to 
hear that the common budget which is now around 1% of the union’s GDP should be 
increased only by several hundred part of one per cent.  
 
Are there ways out? 
To solve the obvious problems of the eurozone and the whole European Union experts go 
back to the proposals of John Mynard Keynes. Keynes influenced by the stock market crash 
of October 1929 which was the beginning of the collapse of the prevailing financial system 
proposed the establishment of a “an International Clearing Union, based on international bank 
money, called bancor. The basic idea was simple. Countries should hold accounts that would 
have the same role as reserves. They are free to borrow from the International Clearing Union 
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in times of need and lend if they export more than they import. Each member state will have a 
maximum allowed debit balance with the ICU that is called its quota. This quota initially 
should be the sum of each member´s imports and exports at average of the past three years. If 
a member country has an excess surplus or debit of one quarter on its Clearing Account it 
should be charged 1 per cent per annum to the Reserve Fund of the Clearing Union and an 
additional 1 per cent for the amount exceeding half of its quota. This should avoid build-ups 
of debits or surpluses on the Clearing Accounts and these funds can be used for global aid. A 
country does not have to be in balance with all its trading partners but with the Union in 
general over a period of time. The Plan also included capital controls. Keynes did not want 
international investment be brought to an end, but a distinction between capital flows that are 
for FDI and speculative capital flows.2 
 
Keynes idea was picked up nowadays by Joseph Stiglitz3 who proposed a change in the global 
financial system. Stiglitz suggested that the global financial system fails to provide what 
economic theory predicts; namely to shift money from rich countries where it is in abound to 
poor countries where it is scarce and therefore leading to high returns (interest rates) and 
shifting the risk burden on countries which are able to bear it – the rich ones. It fails to 
provide global economic stability through providing money to countries on rainy days. 
Stiglitz suggest using the already existing ’Special Drawing Rights’ (SDRs) as international 
reserve assets. Further he suggest to tax surplus countries with 50 percent (or some other 
appropriate fraction) per unit of current account surplus up to the full amount of a country´s 
allocation. The generated revenue should be used for global financial aid.  
 
As can be seen from the examples above leading economist are seeking for the solution of the 
eurozone’s problems which will strongly influence the future of the whole union. It is only a 
hope that the leaders of the union will try to build their ideas on the real life avoiding setting 
unachievable goals. 
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